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AEBN: 041113

Date: April 11, 2013

Subject: E-FSA Addressable Panel Loop Faults

A Loop Fault/Line Fault on the E-FSA panel’s loop controller can be caused by a couple
things, depending on how the system is configured:

 A short on the loop (plus and minus data wires touch each other) will cause a Loop
Fault. The short will also shut down the loop controller card and cause
communication faults for every device on the loop that has been programmed. If the
loop is configured for Class A wiring and has isolators, however, the card will not shut
down, but you will still get a Loop Fault, and you will only get comm. faults for the
devices between the isolators where the short occurred.

 Reverse polarity on the loop controller wiring that has devices which also require
separate 24Vdc, such as the E-NAC and E-2WIRE modules, can also look like a short,
causing the same symptoms.

 A break in the wiring of a Class A configured loop will cause a Loop Fault. On a
Class B loop with a break in the wiring, you will not get a loop fault. You will only
get communication faults for every device wired after the break.

There are 3 LEDs on the loop controller card itself that can help you figure out what’s going
on (see figure 1):

 The Comm LED indicates the card is communicating with the panel’s motherboard.
Under normal conditions, this LED should be flashing rapidly (almost steady on).

 The Primary LED indicates the communications on the Loop PRI terminals is
working. This should also be flashing rapidly (almost steady on).

 The Secondary LED indicates the card is communicating on the Loop SEC terminals
(Class A wiring return). This LED will only turn on when there is a break in the
wiring and the loop is configured for Class A. Under normal conditions the card only
communicates on the Loop PRI terminals, therefore the Secondary LED should not be
on (if the loop is not configured in programming for Class A, the Loop SEC terminals
and the Secondary LED will not function).
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Figure 1
Loop Controller
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